CAP Translated
Missouri Fox Trotter
The Rolls Royce coming from the US
A horse, which can walk with the front legs and trots with the hind legs at the same time?
Not possible? Yes, it exists. Missouri Fox Trotter is the name of this “artist”, which can
do it. For them it is nothing special, those horses from the Ozark Mountains in Missouri
and Arkansas are born with this gait – named the Fox Trot.
Granted, the Missouri Fox Trotter does not belong into the category of horse, which
impress with a special exterior. Their quality comes to live after one has mounted the
horse and started to explore the various gaits. The most impressive is the Fox Trot. The
horse is moving forward in a chopped looking gait, but it makes the horse sure footed. Up
front the horse is making a long stride whilst trotting with the hind legs, which slide over
the track of the front legs. This sliding movement is reducing the shaking of the lower
limbs and reduces the movement of the back to a minimum. The back remains almost
straight. This gait does not only save the horse’s energy; as a result of the minimal back
movement the rider is sitting almost motionless in the saddle and hardly feels any
movement from the horse. It is a very comfortable matter through and through. Therefore
the Fox Trotter is the ideal trail horse for longer stretches especially since it is also sure
footed in difficult terrain.
Flat Foot Walk and Canter
The Fox Trot is ridden in a fast four-tact rhythm. In this gait the horse is constantly
nodding its head, the tail, worn slightly elevated, is moving up and down in the same
rhythm. On average one can do 7 miles per hour in this gait, but in a forced Fox Trot one
can also make 10 miles. All other gaits are also different with this breed compared to
others, for example the Flat Foot Walk. The horse is walking with the hoofs sliding.
Since the knee- and jumping joint movements are very flat, the rider on top can hardly
feel that the horse is moving. In addition there is the Canter, a short gallop. The
Americans define it as a mix of slow gait and Lope. Lope is a quite gallop used by the
cowboys during roping, the horse is moving with a bowed head at a long rein.
Horse Racing not allowed
The origin of the Missouri Fox Trotter dates back to the beginning of the 19th century
when the first settlers crossed the Mississippi and settled in the Ozark Mountains in
Missouri. They came from Kentucky, Tennessee and Virginia and brought with them
their various types of horses: Morgans, Thoroughbred and even Arabians. In the
beginning the settlers bred fast racing horses out of their various breeds, but also multi
purpose working horses. But soon the puritanical society forbid horse racing because it
was a frivolous and sinful pleasure. (This Puritans would be surprised living in a today’s
society)
Therefore one concentrated on breeding a horse, which could satisfy the demand of this
difficult terrain. A strong and enduring type was developed, which showed the soft gaits
already described. This horse could cover long stretches through rough countryside

without much effort for the rider and itself. Cattle breeders, country doctors, tax officers
and sheriffs, who had to cover long distances every day, soon owned a Fox Trotter.
The Cowboy Rolls Royce
As soon as the automobile came into fashion, the Missouri Fox Trotter was not in big
demand anymore. But they could not do without it for ranch work, because they are ideal
for this hard work with cattle. Soon they were nicknamed “Cowboy Rolls Royce”. The
US forest rangers, which have to control the vast National Yellowstone Park, today are
still using Missouri Fox Trotters for their long rides.
In 1948 a breeding book was opened for this breed and in Ava/Missouri the “Missouri
Fox Trotting Horse Breed Association” was founded. At first the breeding was not much
regulated. But since 1982 only foals will be registered where dam and sire are both
Missouri Fox Trotters. Today 89.000 horses from the US, Canada and Europe are
registered.
Hard but friendly
For a long time the Fox Trotter was an unknown species in Europe. During the 50th some
of them were imported into the “Old World”. Queen Elizabeth II. from England bought a
few dozens. But only in the 90th the Fox Trotter became known in a greater scale after
being shown at the 1992 Hippologica in Berlin and one year later at the Equitana in
Essen, which is the worlds leading exhibition for the equestrian sport. In the meantime
450 of this breed are registered in Europe, most of them in Germany, Austria and
Switzerland. Breeders are also found in the Czech Republic, France and Spain. But still
the Missouri Fox Trotter is considered an exotic breed in Europe. Although it is the ideal
trail horse especially for tough riders because it is almost indestructible but at the same
time a very friendly horse.
Further info about this breed is available through the European Missouri Fox Trotting
Horse Association e.V. (EMFTHA), which was founded in 1992.
www.emftha.com and email: office@emftha.com

